The Security Council of the Russian Federation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Also known as</th>
<th>СовБез РФ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Founded</td>
<td>Aug. 1, 1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current state</td>
<td>registered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not a legal entity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registered</td>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>103132, Moscow city, Ipatievsky Lane, 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Last profile update: **Aug. 19, 2023**

**Documents external links**

- [Wikipedia](#) archived

**Founders:**

- [Administration of the President](#) Founder
Connections:

° Close associates

- Abelin Aleksandr Pavlovich – помощник секретаря
- Averyanov Yuriy Timofeevich – First Deputy Secretary
- Averyanov Yuriy Timofeevich – помощник секретаря
- Averyanov Yuriy Timofeevich – deputy secretary
- Babich Mikhail Viktorovich – board member
- Baluevskiy Yuriy Nikolaevich – deputy secretary
- Baluevskiy Yuriy Nikolaevich – board member
- Belaventsev Oleg Evgen’yevich – board member
- Bortnikov Aleksandr Vasil’yevich – board member
- Boytsov Andrey Arturovich – советник, заместитель начальника департамента аппарата
- Bulavin Vladimir Ivanovich – First Deputy Secretary
- Buravlev Sergey Mikhailovich – deputy secretary
- Buravlev Sergey Mikhailovich – deputy secretary
- Chayka Yuriy Yakovlevich – board member
- Cherkesov Viktor Vasil’yevich – board member
- Chernomyrdin Viktor Stepanovich – board member
- Fedorov Nikolay Vasil’yevich – board member
- Fradkov Mikhail Efimovich – First Deputy Secretary
- Fradkov Mikhail Efimovich – board member
- Gerasimov Valeriy Vasil’yevich – board member
- Glaz’yev Sergey Yu’yevich – Head of the Economic Security Division
- Gordeev Aleksey Vasil’yevich – board member
- Grebenkin Aleksandr Nikolaevich – deputy secretary
- Grebenkin Aleksandr Nikolaevich – помощник секретаря
- Grebenkin Aleksandr Nikolaevich – employee
- Gribkov Dmitriy Gennad’yevich – помощник секретаря
- Gribkov Dmitriy Gennad’yevich – assistant of office
- Gryzlov Boris Vyacheslavovich – permanent member of the council
- Ivanov Sergey Borisovich – секретарь, член совета
- Ivanov Sergey Borisovich – board member
- Ivanov Sergey Borisovich – board member
- Khloponin Aleksandr Gennadievich – board member
- Kholmanskikh Igor Ryurikovich – board member
- Khramov Oleg Vladimirovich – deputy secretary
- Kirienko Sergey Vladilenovich – board member
- Kirienko Sergey Vladilenovich – permanent member of the council
- Klimashin Nikolay Vasil’yevich – deputy secretary
- Klimashin Nikolay Vasil’yevich – помощник секретаря
- Kokoshin Andrey Afanas’yevich – secretary
- Kokov Yuriy Aleksandrovich – deputy secretary
- Kolokoltsev Vladimir Aleksandrovich – permanent member of the council
- Komarov Igor Anatol’yevich – board member
- Konovalov Aleksandr Vladimirovich – board member
Kovalchuk Mikhail Valentinovich – member of the Interdepartmental Commission on Ensuring the Technological Sovereignty of the State in the Development of Critical Information Infrastructure
Kozak Dmitriy Nikolaevich – board member
Kudrin Aleksey Leonidovich – board member
Kurenkov Aleksandr Vyacheslavovich – board member
Lavrov Sergey Viktorovich – board member
Lukyanov Evgeniy Vladimirovich – deputy secretary
Markov Andrey Mikhaylovich – Head of the Division for Supporting the Activities of the Interdepartmental Commission on Combating Organized Crime and Corruption in the Highest Levels of Power
Maksimovich Mikhail Aleksandrovich – член научного совета
Markov Sergey Aleksandrovich – project adviser
Matviienko Valentina Ivanovna – permanent member of the council
Medvedev Dmitriy Anatol'yevich – vice-chairman
Mironov Sergey Mikhailovich – board member
Mishustin Mikhail Vladimirovich – board member
Mukhitov Nail Mansurovich – помощник секретаря
Nazarov Vladimir Pavlovich – deputy secretary
Nazarov Vladimir Pavlovich – помощник секретаря
Nurgalev Rashid Gumarovich – deputy secretary
Pankov Nikolay Aleksandrovich – chief of staff
Patrushev Nikolay Platonovich – secretary
Pavlov Aleksey Anatol'yevich – помощник секретаря
Poltavchenko Georgiy Sergeevich – board member
Popov Mikhail Mikhailovich – постоянный советник
Popov Mikhail Mikhailovich – постоянный советник
Primakov Evgeniy Maksimovich – постоянный советник
Putin Vladimir Vladimirovich – secretary
Rapota Grigoriy Alekseevich – deputy secretary
Rushaylo Vladimir Borisovich – secretary
Rushaylo Vladimir Borisovich – board member
Sharapov Aleksandr Anatol'yevich – employee
Shchegolev Igor Olegovich – board member
Shinkarev Ilya Vladimirovich – помощник секретаря
Sobolev Valentin Alekseevich – deputy secretary
Sobolev Valentin Alekseevich – acting secretary
Sobolev Valentin Alekseevich – deputy secretary
Spasskiy Nikolay Nikolaevich – deputy secretary
Starunskiy Aleksandr Gennad'yevich – член научного совета
Stepashin Sergey Vadimovich – board member
Stepashin Sergey Vadimovich – board member
Ustinov Vladimir Vasil'yevich – board member
Vakhrukov Sergey Alekseevich – deputy secretary
Vakhrukov Sergey Alekseevich – deputy secretary
Vakhrukov Sergey Alekseevich – помощник секретаря
Vasil'yev Vladimir Abdalievich – deputy secretary
Venediktov Aleksandr Nikolaevich – employee of the Office
Venediktov Aleksandr Nikolaevich – помощник секретаря
Yumashev Valentin Borisovich – board member
Zavershinskiy Vladimir Ivanovich – помощник секретаря
Zinichev Evgeniy Nikolaevich – board member
Zolotov Viktor Vasil'yevich – permanent member of the council
Zolotov Viktor Vasil'yevich – board member
Zubakov Yuriy Antonovich – deputy secretary
Zubkov Viktor Alekseevich – permanent member of the council

Related companies

- Administration of the President of the Russian Federation – Founder

Dossier:

Sanctions:

Belaventsev Oleg Evgen'yevich
Council Of Ministers Of The Republic Of Crimea, Assistant to the Head of the Republic
board member
Bortnikov Aleksandr Vasil'yevich
FSB of Russia, director
board member
Vasil'yev Vladimir Abdualievich
The State Duma, deputy, Chairperson of the Security and Anti-Corruption Committee
deputy secretary
Gerasimov Valeriy Vasil'yevich
Armed Forces of the Russian Federation, Head of the General Headquarters
board member
Glaz'yev Sergey Yur'yevich
Eurasian Economic Commission, министр по интеграции и макроэкономике
Head of the Economic Security Division
Gryzlov Boris Vyacheslavovich
Russian Foreign Ministry, Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the Russian Federation to Belarus
permanent member of the council
Zolotov Viktor Vasil'yevich
permanent member of the council
Zolotov Viktor Vasil'yevich
board member
Kirienko Sergey Vladilenovich
Administration of the President, first deputy head
board member
Kirienko Sergey Vladilenovich
Administration of the President, first deputy head
permanent member of the council
Kozak Dmitriy Nikolaevich
Administration of the President, deputy head
board member
Kolokoltsev Vladimir Aleksandrovich
Government of Russia, presidium member
permanent member of the council
Matviienko Valentina Ivanovna
Council of the Federation, Senator, Chairperson
permanent member of the council
Mironov Sergey Mikhaylovich
The State Duma, deputy
board member
Mironov Sergey Mikhaylovich
The State Duma, deputy
permanent member of the council
Nurgaliyev Rashid Gumarovich
Administration of the President, Deputy Secretary of the Security Council
deputy secretary
Patrushev Nikolay Platonovich
secretary
Ustinov Vladimir Vasil'evich
Administration of the President, Presidential Plenipotentiary in the Southern
Federal District
board member
Fradkov Mikhail Efimovich
OJSC Concern VKO Almaz-Antey, chairman of the board
First Deputy Secretary
Fradkov Mikhail Efimovich
OJSC Concern VKO Almaz-Antey, chairman of the board
board member
Shchegolev Igor Olegovich
Administration of the President, Presidential Plenipotentiary Envoy of the
Russian Federation to the Central Federal District
board member
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